There are serious questions about
the 1oo-ton, four-axle car that

should be answered before we allow
it to become the predominant
vehicle for rail bulk freight
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car's introduction a number~t, ( bIf
research and track engln8efS:,' ha
warned that it would be highlY'" "eo
detrimental to the traCk), w~
The 100-ton, four-axle freight, structure. At the same t1me'~: sa'
car, weighing 263.000 Ibs. marketing people, under th8:ri "
fully loaded, has descended Influence of costs expressed· I
upon the rail industry In a big on a "per carload basls" were., ' ~~
way. Nearly all new open-top clamoring for the 1<»uin; "e\
hoppers, covered hoppers, cars as a way of achieVIng': "to
most of the gons, and many competitive advantage. Fl,lr·;: shl
of
e tanks presently on ther Influencing the declslo",'~ thE
delivery are 100-ton cars. making was the fact that ClJI,: anl
These car types represent purchase costs were rapidly am
the areas of greatest growth increasing, and the 100·ton
01)\
In rail traffic and, If the car afforded an opportunity to
F
present trend continues, it' reduce these costs on a "per of (
wi" not be too long before net ton basis." Without fully
life
the predominant vehicle for analyzing the economic:' by I
carrying bulk rail freight will Implications of the 1oo-ton by
be the 1oo-ton car.
car, the indUstry essentiallY thal
There are some serious adopted It by default. The car con
questions that should have investment advantages of the bar.
been answered before the 1DO-ton car were easily ,eng
Industry ever allowed the figured-they were apparent to'
, 1DO-ton car to become in very car purchase cost weI'
widespread. To continue the quotation. The detrrmental to b
present course could be effects of these cafS On the flan!
extremely hannful to the rail track were generally acceJ*' haa'
industry, as well as to eel but, because of the til11 e of rc
shippers and others who and dlfflculty In quantifying" werl
them, they were largelY_ ton'
depend on It.
At the time of the l00-ton regarded as negative intang~ hop
By Robttrt E. M"

,Chief Operations Planning Officer
IIHnois Central Gu" Railroad

bles we would eventually
have to live with. AI that time,
"eventually" seemed a long
way off; car Investment
.. savings were "now,"
Today, more than ten years
later, the· chickens are
coming home to roost and
.. "eventually" has become
"loday." The question that
should have been answered
then is begging to be
answered today, and the
answer is growing more
ObVious and more alarming.
Prior to the widespread use
Of continuous welded rail, rail
life generally was determined
by end batter at the joints and
by the amount of head wear
that would result In flanges
contacting the tops of joint
bars. With welded rail, chief
engineers could look forward
to greater allowable headwear for there were no ends
to batter and no joint bars for
flanges to contact. With the
t\eavier rail sections, rail lives
of rOughly a billion gross tons
were anticipated. The 100ton cars have squelched any
hopes of achieving that kind

of rail life. Fatigue-induced shearing stresses imposed
defects, accelerated wear on the timber by these
rates, shelling, and metal flow heavier axle loads. This is
are cutting rail life to roughly particularly true of pile caps,
half what otherwise would be which, in many cases, are
being replaced with preexpected.
Une and surface are more stressed concrete.
difficult to maintain under
The problem is not traffic
100-ton cars, and require volume, not the gross tons
more costly, more frequent per year; the problem is the
cycle malntenance. Even axle-loading of the nominal
more costly, however, Is the vehicle size which is carrying
increased need for spot the traffic. The driving
maintenance where specific question which must be
areas of instability rapidly answered is simply, ."What
deteriorate. Ballast degrada- nominal car will provide the
tion is Intensified, adding to most economical transportathe muddy ballast problem. In tion per net tonmlle, all costs
the long run, this will require . considered?" Regardless of
much greater reliance on how we have chosen to
ballast shoulder cleaning, allocate costs In the past, if it
complete undercutti.ng, and is more costly to move net
sledding periodically to re- tonmiles in 100-ton cars than
store resiliency to the ballast.
In lighter cars, we should be
SUbgrades are, to a much emphasizing lighter cars.
greater extent, overstressed
The answer to this Question
with the 100-ton cars. Is entangled In many IdetOrs,
Settlement problems, and of which track cost is but one.
uneven line, surface, and To adequately assess the
cross-level are the costly problem, it must be simplified
result. Timber bridges must to the extent tl'tat It can be
be rebUilt more· frequently as visualized and assessed. For
a result of the crushing and this purpose, an economic

comparison was drawn be-

tween an 80 and 1oo-ton car,
detailed in Table 1.
To compare the variable
costs of moving frelght in the
two car sizes, it is necessary
to analyze in detail only those
variable cost elements that
differ with car size. The two
cost categories which have
the greatest Impact on this
analysis are maintenancs of
way and structures and car
investment. Other costs
which tiave a minor impact

are

locomotive fuel, Invest-

I116nt, and maintenance.
Car malntenance Is generally belieVed to be a "wash;"
the lower cost of maintaining
an 8O-ton car Is offset by the
larger . number of cars
needed. Train and switching
labor vary only slightly with
car size. Accident and
derailment costs, while probably higher for the 100-ton
car, are difficult to quantify.
Thus only MW&S. car
Investment, and locomotive
fuel, investment and maintenance were considered in this
analysis.

Subgrades are overstressed

Space limitations prevent
any detailed description of
the methodology used in the
analysis; but more I",ormation Is in an expandedversion
of this article available from
Modern Railroads or from the
author.
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1()()..ton cars?
The first category; costs
which vary with track action,
Includes the variable portion
of ties, as well as ballast,
surfacing and maintenance,
bridges, road property damaged, highway grade crossjngs, and the respective
portions of. roatlway machines, small tools and
supplies, and fringes. Here
the wort< of the late Prof.
Talbot of the University of
illinois was utilized.
The Talbot relationships
can be used to determine the
amount of rail deflection (a
measure of the mechanlcat
action of the traek:) under
differing axle loads and under
different conditions of track
support (track modulus).
Because the rall deflection
is an Indicator of the
mechanical action of the
trad<, It Is assumed that It Is
also an Indicator of the wear
of the track components

For purposes of this
analysis, there are three
categories of total malntenance of way and structures
costs:
1. Costs which are fixed and
do flOtvary with tonnage or
with axle-load.
2. Tonmne variable
which vary in direct
relation to the mechanical
action of the track under
load.
3. Tonmlle variable costs
which vary in direct
relation to the service life
of rail.
To es1abAsh the relatlo~
ships of these' costs with
axle-load, It is first necessary below the rail (ties and
to determine the amount. of ballast), and an indicator of
the costs at current normal- the deterioration of the track
lzed leVels, then to break with usage-the cause of the
down the costs Into the above need for Ilnfng and surfacing.
three categories, and la&tly to Used In this fashion, the
assess how each of the last amounts of deflection are not
two categories varies with the central object; they are
axle-load.
merely used as Indicators of
To establish current, nor-cost variability.
mallzed> MW&S spending,
As tor the costs which vary
data from the 1978 ~1
with rail life, It has been
reports of 28 Class I railroads common practice to speak of
were added up and treated as rail life In terms of firstone huge road. (These 28 position life. There is great
railroads Included all those . diversity of practice among
that were not· bankrupt and railroads in secondhand use
which had shown a positive of rail.
net railway operating income
From the R-1 reports we
for the past five years.) Their see that more secondhand
total MW&S spending was rall was laid In 1978 than new
$4,082,754,000 (1980 dol- raJl, Indicating that, on the
Bverage, rall is being exte~
lars).
Tonmile variable costs sively "cascaded." Thus, any
were then broken out of these meaningful comparison of rail
accounts and applied to the lives must look at total rail life,
1,586,502 million gross ton- not merely at first position.
As a result of the 100-ton
miles of these 28 roads, with
the results shown in Table 2. car, not only is rail life being
The analysis then sought to reduced but also the most
answer the question: how do limiting factor. which deterthese two variable cost· mines rail life Is shifting from
categories vary with the axle wear to fatigue-related deloadings of the eO-and feets. Under the lighter cars,

costs .

the contact stresses in the ~.
a c
head of the rail were below:
80-t
the elastic limit. Likewise, rail·dal~
resistance to bending was,;
cap
generally adequate, provided >f
O.1~
raJl support was kept suffi;~
a n(
clently strong. Under these,.::
10
conditions, rail wear and end -',
timE
batter were the major,;J
whh
' :,'"
determinants of rail life.
coS"
Now, the 1oo-ton car Is'! ~
a ~
changing that. Rail head,,;
SUIT
(abl
contact stresses, previously, j!';
of minor importanceln","l.
wae
determining rail life, are no.,.;:1proc
a dominant factor. These
Tab
T:
stresses beyond the elastlc
car
limit are I'9SUltlng in the rapkj .,'
resl
propagation of fatigue-related
sho
detects which are becomlng{f~,
cos
the primary limitation on, rail )~'
. prOt
life In tangent track. Depend-,'
Ing upon the defect rate.) '. Loe
which a railroad is willing to (:('1;
L
live with, tangent rail life Is~~"·
shil
being reduced to less than"l,
var
one-ha.1f of what it would ;i~
to c
otherwtse be with the Ilghter:l!
th~
cars.' Rail life in' curves :;>
ave
continues to be limited by ',::'
fore
abrasive wear heavily aggra- ';:
tral
vated by roller oearlngs, even' ;
loce
with the larger car size;,.
as
however even this deterrnl- ;
con
nant of rail life Is greatly '"
cur
reduced by the heavier cars: "
rair
It is concluded that with the '"
inet
1OO-ton car, the industry Is in ~'~
rel~
for a drastic reduction In rail '"
wh
life. Considering the first and':;
am
following ral/ positions, a 50 •. '
anc
percent reduction In ral/llfe as '
cos
a result of using 100-ton VB,
em
50-ton cars appears to be a
10<
sound conclusion.
20E
The results of this analysis
ntrr
of track action and rail servlc8,
per
life are summarized in Table
est
3.
"';.

'!;
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Car ownerShip
The method of determining
this cost has been to use .
comparative quotes for a
purchase of SO-ton cars
which occurred at the.
approximate time of another
purchase of 1oo-ton cars,
and to obtain their cost ratio,
This has then been applied to
a 1979 quote, inflated to 1980
dollars, resulting in a cost of
$45,100 for a 100-ton car and .

WOI

T
cos

by
detl

Eql
resi

anc
80-

con
det

witt
50
80-

Ii

· I
a cost of $41,808 for an
80-ton car. ConversiOn to
dally cost Is based on a
capital recovery factor of
0.13147 for a H)..year life and
a nominal car finance cost of
10 percent. To apply these
time costs to a summation
". which includes the mileage
costs of MW&S requires that
a productivity rate be asSUmed. This table of costs
• (abbrevlated to save space)
:•, .. ' was prepared, for several
,productivity rates as shown in
Table 4.
'
Table 4 shows not only how
car ownership costs vary with
respect to car 5lze; it also
shows how sensitive these
costs are with respect to
,
productivity. or car utilization.

reason to believe that the
above economic penalties
would increase by an
additiOnal uniform 81f, per
1000 ntm. This represents a
20 percent Increase In the
cost differential related to the
mechanical action of the
track.
Although difficult to isolate
from the R-1 accounts, there
are two rail-related costs, not
specifically addressed in this
analysis, which will increase
very substantially If the trend
toward using 100-ton cars
continues. These are the
costs associated with rail
detector services and inspections, and the costs associated with non-programmed
change-outs ofdefective ralls
often under emergency
conditions.

,

1

, " Locomotive coata

Locomotive fuel, owner..

~.,

. ~. : average with the drawbar
force required to move the
,traffic. To obtain basic
'locomotive-related costs with
as small as possible a
component for grade and
Curve resistance, nine unitrain operations were exam-'
lned on a railroad which is

:1", relatively flat and straight but
•

,

which has fairly typical
amounts of starting, stopping,
and speed changing. These
costs, including loaded and
empty trains of nominal
100-ton cars, ranged from
206.81f, to 437.8¢ per 1000
ntm., and averaged 328.01f,
per 1000 ntm. In 1979. At the
estimated 1980 level, this
Would be 382.0¢.
The relationship of these
costs to car size, as indexed
by train resistance, can be
determined 'by the Davis
Equation. Using it, the
resistance for both loaded
and empty cars, and for both
8O-ton iind1 OO-ton cars were
computed. Again omitting
details and summing up,
Within the speed range of 0 to
50 the penalty for using
80-ton cars instead of

,
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Effect of track condition

, ship, and maintenance costs
vary with axle load, but only
, ,.' to a small extent. Generally,
these costs vary on the

.

'1'

The above penalties have
been put together on the
basis of average track. As
used in thlsanalysls, average
track refers to the kind of
track over which the average
gross tonmile moves. This is
considerably better track than
the average of all track miles.
Thus, "average" as used
herein, is really pretty good
track in the common sense of
the word. "Good track" as
used In the MW&S cost
..',
analysIs Is really superior
..
track. The costs related to the
mechanical action of. the track
1_~ •. '
:; ..
are quite sensitive to track
. quality as well as to axle
,81¢' .'" "
loading, thus poor track
,l
exhibits a· much greater
differential between 8O-ton
categories which vary with and 100-ton cars than does
axie-load. It should be noted good track (Table 6). Thus,
that this Is not a table of the penalties in Table 6 would
variable costs (costs which Increase by an additional 28¢
vary with traffIC volume); it Is ' per 1000 ntm. if track were
a table of that portion of poor.' instead of average.
. variable costs which varies Conversely, it would decrease by 16¢ per 1000 ntm.
with axle-load.
This analysis Is conserva- if track were good instead of
tive in that It throws the average.
benefit of doubt to the favor of
MlWprlorttle8
the 100-ton car. If, for
The implications of rail life
example, the effect of
inelasticity of rail support is being determined by fatigueconsidered, there Is good related defects as a result of
("

~

"

100-ton cars ranges between
a 10 'and a 12.8 percent
increase in locomotlverelated costs, For the,
purposes of this analysis, we
used 11.1, giving the following average lOCOmotiverelated costs in 1980 If, per
1000 ntm:
80-ton cars-3641f,
100-ton cars-3281f,
Summary and conclusions
Table 5 summarizes the
above three significant cost
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100-ton cars are staggering.

ears continues, no longer can
main lines be inspected
ultrasonically or magnetically
two or three times a year.
This will have to be done
bimonthly, perhaps even
monthly on the heaviest·
density lines, and accompanied by very well-organized

",-

Recommendlltlone
,

.

If the proliferation of 100-ton

'

The 100-ton car was an
attempt by the rail Industry to
gain additional productivity·
out of its heavy Investment in .
freight cars. Table 6 Indicates
the futility of this, relative' to
the more difficult, but much ,
more rewarding, alternative ~<:
of Increasing the productivity; .
of freight cars by producing
more loaded car miles per car . ,
day. The way to improve:'
utilization of cars Is to move
them; we have exceeded the
point of diminishing returns in .
trying to cram more freight
into bigger and better ones!

·0

.....

sensitive solis.

Car utJllZaUon

.: ",' CD ..

."
....~

that rail will be considerably" .
more dangerous.
The problems of increased·
sUbgrade
consolidation;
(often differential), Increased j
ballast abrasion, degradation,
mudding, and cementation,
and the I'8SUltlnglncrease inj
the need for lining and]
surfacing are beginning to be .;
felt already. BasIc structUral ,
remedial work, such as:
complete undercutting, pIow~ "
lng, sledding, cribbing, and
ballast shoulder cleaning wlH
be much more extensively
required. The same is true of
8ubgrade stabilization to
attempt to provide a stronger .
traek-bed support In areas of,
weak soil. Roadbed drainage,"
of fundamental importance
anyway. win become more:
crttlcal, especially In areas of;,
weaker. more molstur&- ')

and meticulous record k~
Ing. Non-programmed rail
change-outs. once a feature
primarily of decrepit branch
lines. will become Increasingly prevalent on the main lines.
Even the programmed rail
renewals will have to be
managed more strlngentlY.
with rigid financial implications. When rail wear was a

primary criterion for rail
renewal. postponing the relay
of rail for a few years beCause
of budget constraints could
be tolerated. Such will not be
the case when rail life Is
governed by the incidence of
defect propagation. WIth
defects on a 'given rail
Installation rapldly Increasing.
the postponement of relaying

Referring agaIn to the cost
penalty chart, it is a logical
concluslon to recommend
that the railroad indUstry stop
building and ordering 100-ton
cars, and direct Its purchases
to 50-ton cars. The advantag·
es of doing this are greatest
In the services where cars
are well utilized, such as
unitrains and trainload opera- tIons. About the only eco· .
nomic use for the 100-ton car
Is In operations involving'
short hauls and lengthy idle
times, especially if high-cost "

/

I .

specialty cars are involved.
Ironically, for the past
" decade. the industry has
. followed the reverse course.
It would be too great a
:. shock to the industry to
.: :' quickly limit the allowable
I. .., ... axle-load of existing cars;
j
. >·however, It would be very
~
. .... sensible to set an upper limit
II .
. ;, on the axle-load of new cars
..yet to be constructed which
'> would correspond to the
j
'''220,OOO-Ib. car, or a maxI\I
." mum of 55,000 100. per axle.
f
I '}
A very large percentage of
,f
"loa-ton cars IS owned by
)
;~'shippers or car-leasing comr
...~ panies. All indications are
,f
,~. that thIS trend will not change
I,
.: abruptly. Therefore, shippers
:'~must be motivated to build.
;.:. purchase, or lease the
.. ;'smaller cars. A practical
.:;.rneens of doing this Is to
•.• Insert a differential In each
-; ';(shipper-car freight tariff that
.: ~: Would adequately encourage
.•.. ,the shippers to gradually
:>
,;;adopt lighter cars. This
y
:: :..differential should fit within
n
..: the range of negotiability
s
;lIIustrated on Graph 1. The
~
:: horizontal line represents the
h

1

,

-

maximum amount of differential a railroad could afford to
offer, and the curved lines
represent the minimum
amount of differential necessary to offset the shippers'
higher car ownership costs.
The area below the horizontal
line and above the curved
line is the "range of latitude".
Note how the effect of car
utilization drives the relationships.
For example, with average
track, with car prices of
$41,S08 and $45,100, and
with car utilization of 100
loaded car miles per car day,
it would cost a shipper 19¢
per thousand net tonniiles to
provide . SO-ton instead of
l00-ton cars. The railroad '11
obtain saVings of 71¢ per
thousand net tonmiles if the
shipper can be induced to
convert. The difference (52¢)
is the latitude of negotiability.
Notice how this latitude of
negotiability nanows if cars·
are utilized less. At. 75 loaded
car miles per car day, it
becomes 45¢; and at 50, It
becomes 33e,
. Summarizing the recom·
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mendatlons derived from the
graph for general condltlons:
I. A rallroad should purchase BO-ton cars rather than
100-ton cars for operations
that will average in excess of
25 loaded car miles per car
day.
2. To provide adequate
monetary Incentive for shippers to furnish 8O-ton, instead
of l00-ton cars, railroads will
have to writ
economic
differentials into tariffs, no
less than 38¢ per mntm at 50
loaded car miles per car day;
19¢ at 100 miles, 13e at 150
m'le , 11e at 200 miles: and
no greater than 71 e per
thousand net tonmiles.
. 3. As ickly 88 possible,
rallroads should restrict their
new car purchases to a
maximum axle load of 55,000
Ibs. on 33-lnchwheels, and
should encourage shippers to
do lik ise by use of the
appropriate riff differentials.
4. During the remaining life
of 1oo-ton cars, they should
be used in low-mileage
service where their detrimental physical and economic
effects are minimized.
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IIWlaS cGet·
. of 1 .Ton va. II).Ton Cars

Poor Tr~ .. 135t11000NTM
Av. Track: ..107t11000NTM .'.
.. Good Track ..91ti1~NTM:

5. The industry shOUld, as
qUickly as posslble, perfect
the four·axIe, 220,000 Ibs.
capaclty car. Several items
include:
A. Use of lighter materials
to further Improve net-ta-tare
ratios.
.
B. Careful design to improve the track-traln dynamic
characteristics of the cars.
C. Use of roller-bearlng
adaptors to permit greater
lateral freedom of the axles
which would greatly reduce
abrasive wear of· curve rail,
and wheel flanges.
There should be a sense of
urgency in adopting the
55,000 . lb. maximum axle
load for new cars. It Is
uneconomical to light-load
conventional loa-ton cars
because of the resulting
significant reduction in the
net-ta-tare ratio. Thus, it Is
. likely that every new loa-ton
car will continue to carry 100
tons for the remainder of Its
life, at a considerable
economic loss to the railroad.
as compared with purchase
of SO-ton ears at the outset.
Also. the problem remains
largely an economic one
today, except on those lines
where 100-ton cars are
unusually numerous. There is
a time-lag in· the detrimental
consequences of the 100-ton
car, and those consequences
have not yet caught up with
the industry as a whole.
The time to correct the
100-ton car problem Is
now-before ralklefect incidence and other track
problems become so Intense
and widespread .that they
produce. not just an econom·
Ic problem but an operating
and maintenance crisis.
•
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